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a b s t r a c t 

Paraneoplastic syndromes are rare conditions associated with 

characteristic autoantibodies produced by malignancy, al- 

though similar autoantibodies and clinical presentations may 

occur in the absence of any neoplasm. Testing for paraneo- 

plastic syndromes often involves panels of autoantibody as- 

says. While autoantibody testing may reveal or confirm ac- 

tionable clinical diagnoses, inappropriate utilization of test- 

ing may be low yield and further lead to false positives that 

may confuse the clinical picture. There is thus opportunity to 

improve patient care by analyzing patterns of paraneoplastic 

autoantibody test utilization. The data in this article provides 

results from detailed retrospective review of patients tested 

by 7 autoantibody tests or test panels offered by two large 

reference laboratories in the United States. The data include 

1,446 tests performed on 1,338 unique patients at an aca- 

demic medical center. For all results, detailed chart review 

revealed main category of presenting symptoms, patient lo- 

cation at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex, 

age, whether cancer was present at the time of testing or 
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later detected, and the specific results of the testing. The data 

are summarized by category of testing and specific autoanti- 

bodies. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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pecifications Table 

Subject Medicine and Dentistry 

Specific subject area Pathology and Medical Technology 

Type of data Figures 

Tables 

Supplemental files 

How data were acquired Retrospective chart and data review from laboratory analysis performed at an 

academic medical center central clinical laboratory were obtained via tools 

within the electronic medical record. 

Data format Raw and Analyzed 

Parameters for data collection Retrospective data on all paraneoplastic autoantibody testing were obtained 

from the electronic medical record (Epic, Inc.) covering the time period from 

December 1, 2008 through November 30, 2018. Detailed chart review was 

performed for all cases. The project had approval from the University of Iowa 

Institutional Review Board. 

Description of data collection There were a total of 1,446 paraneoplastic autoantibody tests performed on 

1,338 unique patients during the retrospective analysis period (with some 

patients receiving more than one type of test). The data collection contained 

results of the following laboratory testing, consisting of either panels of testing 

or discrete components offered as stand-alone tests: paraneoplastic 

autoantibody panel in serum (Mayo Clinic Laboratories), paraneoplastic 

autoantibody panel in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF; Mayo), paraneoplastic 

autoantibody panel in serum (ARUP Laboratories), N -methyl- D -aspartate 

(NMDA) receptor autoantibodies in serum (ARUP), NMDA receptor 

autoantibodies in CSF (ARUP), voltage-gated calcium channel autoantibodies in 

serum (ARUP), and voltage-gated potassium channel autoantibodies in serum 

(ARUP). 

Data source location University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa, United States of 

America 

Data accessibility Three tables and one figure are included within the paper. 

7 Supplementary files are deposited in Mendeley: 

Data identification number: https://doi.org/10.17632/ydskhmmmz4.2 

Direct URL to data: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ydskhmmmz4/2 

alue of the Data 

• The data provided are of value as paraneoplastic autoantibody testing may be over-utilized,

potentially leading to excess costs and downstream impact on patients. 

• Clinicians, other researchers, or personnel in clinical laboratories might find this data useful

as a reference for comparison. 

• Our data set would serve as a starting point for researchers interested in future investigations

investigating utilization of paraneoplastic autoantibody testing. 

• The data provide information on paraneoplastic autoantibody testing at an academic medical

center over a decade. 

• The data provide information for 1,446 paraneoplastic autoantibody tests performed on 1,338

unique patients. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.17632/ydskhmmmz4.2
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ydskhmmmz4/2
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1. Data Description 

Paraneoplastic syndromes are rare conditions associated with autoantibodies that are clas-

sically produced by malignancies but may also occur in the absence of any neoplasm [1–3] .

Testing for paraneoplastic syndromes often involves panels of autoantibody assays [4–7] . The

appropriate utilization of paraneoplastic autoantibody panels has been debated, with multi-

ple studies showing relatively low yield of diagnostic testing and a high rate of false positives

[8–13] . A primary factor may be testing in populations without appropriate clinical phenotype

and context for paraneoplastic syndromes, providing opportunity for education to promote im-

proved utilization of this area of laboratory testing [9 , 14–17] . There is thus opportunity for col-

laboration between pathology and clinical services that commonly order paraneoplastic and au-

toimmune encephalitis autoantibody testing in the design of algorithms and guidelines for test-

ing [4] . 

This retrospective analysis study includes data (including detailed chart review) on 1,446

samples originating from 1,338 unique patients who had paraneoplastic autoantibody testing

ordered at an academic medical center. The laboratory testing data includes panels of serum

paraneoplastic autoantibody panels offered by two reference laboratories in the United States

(Mayo Clinic Laboratories, Rochester, MN; ARUP Laboratories, Salt Lake City, UT) and a CSF para-

neoplastic autoantibody panel by Mayo Clinic Laboratories. ARUP Laboratories additionally offers

stand-alone assays for N -methyl- D -aspartate (NMDA) receptor autoantibodies in either CSF or

serum as well as separate assays for the P/Q-type voltage-gated calcium channel (VGCC) autoan-

tibodies or voltage-gated potassium channel (VGKC) autoantibodies in serum. 

Table 1 shows the laboratory panels analyzed in the present study and their constituent an-

tibody tests. The antibody types are divided into those directed towards intracellular antigens,

neuronal surface antigens, and neuromuscular antigens. The paraneoplastic serum panel at Mayo

Clinic Laboratories is more extensive than that offered at ARUP Laboratories. The Mayo parane-

oplastic CSF panel overlaps somewhat with the Mayo serum panel but does not include some

antibodies tested for by the serum panel and also has some antibodies not included in the serum

panel. These do not represent all of the paraneoplastic testing available at ARUP Laboratories and

Mayo Clinic Laboratories, but rather those ordered at our medical center. Ordering options for

panels and standalone assays have changed over time. Table 2 summarizes the total number of

tests and unique patients for the various panels or stand-alone laboratory tests analyzed in the

present study. There was a total of 1446 paraneoplastic autoantibody tests performed on 1338

unique patients, with some patients receiving more than one type of test (e.g., both Mayo serum

and CSF paraneoplastic panels). A footnote to Table 2 also notes a small number of patients who

had indeterminate results on testing if the reference laboratory had that category as a possible

result based on quantitative signal. Table 3 summarizes the specific antibodies detected in the

present study, which testing included the positive antibody (either a panel or stand-alone test),

and the number of malignancies found. 

From the paraneoplastic serum panel from Mayo, autoantibodies to striational antibodies

(38/483, 7.9%) and VGKC (20/483, 4.1%) were the most common detected. Fig. 1 summarizes a

breakdown of testing for the Mayo serum paraneoplastic autoantibody panel, with results classi-

fied into four categories: (a) one or more positive results on the panel in a patient with known

or later discovered malignancy, (b) negative results on the panel in a patient with known or

later discovered malignancy, (c) one or more positive results on the panel for a patient without

a known malignancy, and (d) negative results on the panel for a patient without a known ma-

lignancy. Fig. 1 A shows the data by absolute number of orders. Fig. 1 B depicts the data with a

breakdown by percent within each category of presenting symptoms. 

There was some overlap in ordering between the Mayo serum and CSF paraneoplastic panels.

We identified 45 patients who had both panels ordered on the same day, with the following

breakdown: 37 patients where both panels were negative, 7 patients where the Mayo serum

panel had one or more positive antibodies, but the CSF panel was negative (see below for de-

tails), and 1 case where both panels showed positive Purkinje cell antibodies (titer of 1:640 in
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Table 1 

Laboratory panels and their constituent antibody tests. 

Antibody type Antibodies 1 

ARUP 

Laboratories 

paraneoplastic 

serum panel 

Mayo Clinic 

Laboratories 

paraneoplastic 

serum panel 

Mayo Clinic 

Laboratories 

paraneoplastic 

CSF panel 1 

Standalone 

assay at ARUP 

Laboratories 

Intracellular 

antigens 

AGNA-1 Yes Yes 
Amphiphysin Yes 1 Yes Yes 

ANNA-1 (Hu) Yes Yes Yes 

ANNA-2 (Ri) Yes Yes Yes 

ANNA-3 Yes Yes 

CRMP-5 (CV2) Yes 1 Yes Yes 

GAD65 Yes Yes 

Ma/Ta Yes 

PCCA-1 (Yo) Yes Yes Yes 

PCCA-2 Yes Yes 

PCCA-Tr Yes Yes 

Neuronal surface 

antigens 

AMPA receptor Yes 
GABA receptor Yes 

NMDA receptor Yes Yes 

Neuromuscular 

antigens 

AChR binding Yes 
AChR ganglionic Yes 

AChR modulating Yes 

AQP4 Yes 

VGCC-N Yes 

VGCC-PQ Yes Yes 

VGKC Yes Yes Yes 

Striational Yes 

1 Abbreviations: AChR, acetylcholine receptor; AGNA, anti-glial nuclear antibody; AMPA, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl- 

4-isoxazolepropionic acid; ANNA, antineuronal antibody; AQP4, aquaporin-4; CRMP-5, collapsing response-mediator 

protein-5; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GABA, gamma-aminobutyric acid; GAD, glutamic acid decarboxylase; NMDA, N - 

methyl- D -aspartate; PCCA, Purkinje cell cytoplasmic antibody; VGCC, voltage-gated calcium channel; VGKC, voltage-gated 

potassium channel. The ARUP serum paraneoplastic panel was updated 12/22/2016 to include amphiphysin and CV2.1 

antibodies. 

Table 2 

Total number of tests. 

Reference 

Laboratory Panel or Test 

# of Unique 

Patients 

(Females/ 

Males) 

# of Total 

Tests 

(Including 

Repeats) 

Mean/ 

Median Age 

(yrs) 

1 or More 

Antibodies 

Detected 

(Unique 

Patients) 2 

Total Number of 

Patients with a 

Malignancy 

(% of Unique 

Patients) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

225 / 258 487 58.0 / 59.1 76 / 483 (15.7%) 37 (7.7%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, CSF 1 
137 / 139 280 55.4 / 59.5 6 / 276 (2.2%) 19 (6.9%) 

ARUP NMDA, CSF 84 / 51 142 45.6 / 49.3 7 / 135 (5.2%) 2 4 (3.0%) 

ARUP NMDA, serum 86 / 58 150 45.3 / 51.5 5 / 144 (3.5%) 7 (4.9%) 

ARUP VGCC, serum 26 /19 56 60.2 / 65.1 3 / 45 (6.7%) 2 11 (24.4%) 

ARUP VGKC, serum 57 /50 110 55.9 / 58.4 3 / 107 (2.8%) 2 9 (8.4%) 

ARUP Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

103 / 102 215 58.7 / 62.1 3 / 205 (1.5%) 15 (7.5%) 

1 Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; NMDA, N -methyl- D -aspartate; VGCC, voltage-gated calcium channel; VGKC, 

voltage-gated potassium channel. 
2 Some patients had more than one positive result for some components. There was one additional patient with an 

indeterminate result on the ARUP NMDA CSF test. Two of the patients for the ARUP VGCC serum test had both indeter- 

minate and positive results at various timepoints. There were 12 patients with indeterminate results for the ARUP VGKC 

test. 
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Fig. 1. Breakdown of testing for the Mayo serum paraneoplastic panel by category of presenting symptoms, whether patient 

had malignancy, and whether one or more tests on the panel were positive . The main presenting symptoms for the patient 

from chart review were classified into autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision. 

The patient category is further subdivided into four categories based on presence of malignancy and test results: (a) one 

or more positive results on the panel in a patient with known or later discovered malignancy (red), (b) negative results 

on the panel in a patient with known or later discovered malignancy (blue), (c) one or more positive results on the 

panel for a patient without a known malignancy (green), and (d) negative results on the panel for a patient without 

a known malignancy (purple). The upper panel (A) shows the data by absolute number of orders. The lower panel (B) 

depicts the data with a breakdown by percent within each category of presenting symptoms. 
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Table 3 

Antibodies detected by the panels. 

Reference 

Laboratory Panel or Test 

Specific 

Antibody 

Detected 

# of Positive 

Samples per 

Unique 

Patients (%) Sex 

Mean age 

(yrs) 

Number of Unique 

Patients with 

Malignancy and 

Positive Test Result 

(% of Total Patients) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

AChR binding 9/ 483 (1.9%) 3 F, 6 M 64.2 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

AChR ganglionic 8 / 483 (1.7%) 3 F, 5 M 67.9 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

Striational 38 / 483 (7.9%) 21 F, 17 

M 

57.6 2 (0.4%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

VGCC-PQ 9 / 483 (1.9%) 2 F, 7 M 59.4 2 (0.4%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

VGCC-N 4 / 483 (0.8%) 1 F, 3 M 53.4 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

VGKC 20 / 483 (4.1%) 4 F, 16 M 64.7 4 (0.8%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

CRMP-5 2 /483 (0.4%) 2 F 67.8 1 (0.2%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

ANNA-1 (Hu) 2 / 483 (0.4%) 1 F, 1 M 59.6 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, CSF 

GAD65 1 / 276 (0.4%) 1 M 62.7 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, CSF 

NMDA 3 / 276 (1.1%) 3 F 36.7 0 (0.0%) 

Mayo Paraneoplastic 

panel, CSF 

Purkinje 2 / 276 (0.7%) 1 F, 1M 66.0 2 (0.7%) 

ARUP NMDA, CSF NMDA 7 / 135 (5.2%) 5 F, 2 M 32.0 0 (0.0%) 

ARUP NMDA, serum NMDA 5 / 144 (3.5%) 3 F, 2M 17.5 0 (0.0%) 

ARUP VGCC, serum VGCC 3 / 45 (6.7%) 2 F, 1M 71.6 1 (2.2%) 

ARUP VGKC, serum VGKC 3 / 107 (2.8%) 3 F 47.4 0 (0.0%) 

ARUP Paraneoplastic 

panel, serum 

ANNA-1 (Hu) 3 / 205 (1.5%) 2 F, 1M 66.2 2 (1.0%) 

1 Abbreviations: AChR, acetylcholine receptor; ANNA, antineuronal antibody; CRMP-5, collapsing response-mediator 

protein-5; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GAD, glutamic acid decarboxylase; NMDA, N -methyl- D -aspartate; VGCC, voltage-gated 

calcium channel; VGKC, voltage-gated potassium channel. 
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erum and 1:2048 in CSF; reference range, < 1:2). The 7 patients who had one or more positive

esults on the Mayo serum paraneoplastic panel but not on the CSF paraneoplastic panel had the

ollowing antibodies identified in serum: striated muscle antibodies with titer of 1:120 (2 pa-

ients; reference range, < 1:60); striated muscle antibodies with titer of 1:960 (1 patient); VGKC

ntibodies at 0.19 nmol/L (1 patient; reference range, < 0.02); VGKC antibodies at 0.62 nmol/L (1

atient); VGKC antibodies at 0.81 nmol/L (1 patient); and striated muscle antibodies with titer

f 1:64,400 (reference range < 1:60) along with acetylcholine receptor (AChR) binding antibod-

es at 14.9 nmol/L (1 patient; reference range < = 0.02). There were no patients for which the

ayo serum and CSF paraneoplastic panels were ordered concurrently more than once. There

ere also no examples where the Mayo CSF paraneoplastic antibody panel had a positive while

he serum paraneoplastic antibody panel was negative. It should also be noted that AChR bind-

ng and striated muscle antibody assays were not included in the Mayo CSF paraneoplastic panel

uring the retrospective analysis period ( Table 1 ). 

For the ARUP serum and CSF NMDA receptor antibody tests, there were 31 unique patients

ho had both tests performed on the same date of collection (one patient had this happen two

imes for a total of 32 occurrences). In all cases except one, both tests were negative. There was

 single occurrence in a 58-year-old male with constitutional symptoms of a positive CSF NMDA

eceptor antibody titer of 1:20 (reference range < 1:1) but with serum NMDA antibody titers that

ere negative. 
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The raw data for the study are included in Supplementary files 1–7. 

• Supplementary file 1: Data for 487 Mayo serum paraneoplastic panel orders (test code:

PAVAL) on 483 unique patients. The retrospective timeframe is December 1, 2008 through

November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include: unique patient identification number (dei-

dentified), main category of presenting symptoms from chart review (classified into auto-

nomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision), patient lo-

cation at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex (as recorded in the electronic

medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether cancer was present at time of test-

ing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if applicable), whether there were one or

more positive components on the serum paraneoplastic panel, separate columns for up to 3

positive components on the paraneoplastic panel, and whether the Mayo CSF paraneoplastic

panel was ordered on same day as the serum panel and, if so, the result. 

• Supplementary file 2: Data for 280 Mayo CSF paraneoplastic panel (test code: PAC1) orders

on 276 unique patients. The retrospective timeframe is January 6, 2009 through November

30, 2018. Specific data fields include: unique patient identification number (deidentified),

main category of presenting symptoms from chart review (classified into autonomic, bul-

bar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision), patient location at time

of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex (as recorded in the electronic medical record),

age in years at time of testing, whether cancer was present at time of testing or later de-

tected, specific cancer(s) detected (if applicable), whether there were one or more positives

on the CSF paraneoplastic panel, whether the results for the CSF panel were available before

discharge or patient death for inpatients, whether there was follow-up on the CSF panel re-

sults in the medical record, specific positives on the CSF panel (if applicable), and whether

the Mayo serum paraneoplastic panel was ordered on same day as the CSF panel and, if so,

the result. 

• Supplementary file 3: Data for 142 ARUP Laboratories NMDA receptor antibodies in CSF (test

code: 2005164) orders on 135 unique patients. The retrospective timeframe is November 19,

2012 through November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include: unique patient identification

number (deidentified), category of main presenting symptoms from chart review (classified

into autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision), pa-

tient location at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex (as recorded in the elec-

tronic medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether cancer was present at time of

testing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if applicable), whether NMDA receptor

CSF antibody results were positive, whether the results for the NMDA receptor CSF antibody

testing were available before discharge or patient death for inpatients, whether there was

follow-up on the NMDA receptor CSF antibody results in the medical record, specific results

on the NMDA receptor CSF antibody testing, and whether the ARUP serum NMDA antibody

was ordered on same day as the CSF NMDA receptor antibody test and, if so, the result. 

• Supplementary file 4: Data for 150 ARUP Laboratories NMDA receptor antibodies in serum

(test code: 2004221) orders on 144 unique patients. The retrospective timeframe is July 31,

2012 through November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include: unique patient identification

number (deidentified), category of main presenting symptoms from chart review (classified

into autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision), pa-

tient location at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex (as recorded in the elec-

tronic medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether cancer was present at time of

testing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if applicable), whether NMDA receptor

serum antibody results were positive, whether the results for the NMDA receptor serum an-

tibody testing were available before discharge or patient death for inpatients, whether there

was follow-up on the NMDA receptor serum antibody results in the medical record, specific

results on the NMDA receptor serum antibody testing, and whether the ARUP CSF NMDA an-

tibody was ordered on same day as the serum NMDA receptor antibody test and, if so, the

result. 
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• Supplementary file 5: Data for 56 ARUP Laboratories P/Q-type voltage-gated calcium channel

(VGCC) antibodies in serum (test code: 2004890) orders on 45 unique patients. The retro-

spective timeframe is July 25, 2012 through November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include:

unique patient identification number (deidentified), category of main presenting symptoms

from chart review (classified into autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination,

motor, sensory, or vision), patient location at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient),

sex (as recorded in the electronic medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether

cancer was present at time of testing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if appli-

cable), whether VGCC antibody results were positive, whether the results for the VGCC an-

tibody testing were available before discharge or patient death for inpatients, whether there

was follow-up on the VGCC antibody results in the medical record, and specific results on

the VGCC serum antibody testing (reference range for testing indicated in this column). 

• Supplementary file 6: Data for 110 ARUP Laboratories voltage-gated potassium channel

(VGKC) antibodies in serum (test code: 3002046) orders on 107 unique patients. The retro-

spective timeframe is July 25, 2012 through November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include:

unique patient identification number (deidentified), category of main presenting symptoms

from chart review (classified into autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination,

motor, sensory, or vision), patient location at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient),

sex (as recorded in the electronic medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether

cancer was present at time of testing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if appli-

cable), whether VGKC antibody results were positive, whether the results for the VGKC an-

tibody testing were available before discharge or patient death for inpatients, whether there

was follow-up on the VGKC antibody results in the medical record, and specific results on

the VGKC serum antibody testing (reference range for testing indicated in this column). 

• Supplementary file 7: Data for 215 ARUP serum paraneoplastic reflexive panel (test code:

2013955) orders on 205 unique patients. The retrospective timeframe is October 8, 2015

through November 30, 2018. Specific data fields include: unique patient identification num-

ber (deidentified), category of main presenting symptoms from chart review (classified into

autonomic, bulbar, cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision), patient

location at time of testing (either inpatient or outpatient), sex (as recorded in the electronic

medical record), age in years at time of testing, whether cancer was present at time of test-

ing or later detected, specific cancer(s) detected (if applicable), whether there were one or

more positives on the ARUP serum paraneoplastic panel, whether the results for the ARUP

serum paraneoplastic panel were available before discharge or patient death for inpatients,

whether there was follow-up on the ARUP serum paraneoplastic panel results in the medical

record, and specific positives on the ARUP serum paraneoplastic panel (if applicable). 

. Experimental Design, Materials and Methods 

Although the overall retrospective analysis period was December 1, 2008 through November

0, 2018, some of the tests in the present study became available for ordering at various years

fter 2008. The details for the Supplementary Files above indicate the first date at which the

articular panel or stand-alone test was available at our medical center. All data was obtained

rom patient data in the electronic medical record from the University of Iowa Hospitals and

linics (Iowa City, Iowa, United States). A reporting tool within the electronic medical record,

nown as Epic Reporting Workbench, was used to identify all tests in Table 2 performed in the

etrospective timeframe. Only data from patients who had the paraneoplastic tests or test panels

escribed in the present study performed at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics were

ncluded; no data was obtained from diagnostic vendors or reference laboratory databases for

ny of the laboratory assays used for clinical testing. Detailed chart review was performed on

ll results, regardless of whether the particular test was positive or negative. For classification of

resenting symptoms, we followed the categories utilized by Alabareen et al. (autonomic, bulbar,
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cognitive, constitutional, coordination, motor, sensory, or vision) in their retrospective analysis of

patients tested by the Mayo paraneoplastic autoantibody panel [8] . 
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